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Holistic healthcare

Cost effective and convenient natural

telehealth services  for  immune primary

care . One-time Consutations from $49 as

well as Natural Medicine Memberships.

FORNEY, TX, UNITED STATES, October

14, 2020 /EINPresswire.com/ -- From

the expansion of tele-health, to a

desire for for more natural medical

alternatives , the pandemic has

changed the way we view healthcare. 

In response to this shifting landscapes

Herb-n-wellness.com was born.With a

focus on immune primary care

services, the online platform

represents a natural health alternative

to the increasing presence of

conventional tele-health sites.

Founded by Dr. Patricia W. McCartney,

Herb-n-Wellness offers natural health

services that are both convenient and

cost effective at a time when

Americans are looking for remote care

options. 

An awareness of need for natural

immune tele-care, arose out of  life

altering injuries McCartney  received

during her college years, which left her

with a compromised immune system,

However, it was after suffering  an

autoimmune disorder, following a car

wreck, that propelled McCartney , a

Texas  lawyer, to pursue a Doctor of
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naturopathic medicine.   

Recent COVID-19 lockdowns only magnified the the

existing vacuum in the tele-health services currently

being offered

“For people who are unwilling or unable to visit

natural health physicians in person, the recent

shelter in place guidelines have proven especially

difficult. Many are also resistant to traditional

medications that are manufactured overseas, and

find the prospect of botanical medicine and natural

therapies more appealing. That’s where

TeleNaturalHealth.Com  stands out. As part of its

holistic approach, Herb-N-Wellness also features a

natural health  Apothecary, which carries organic

herbs, essential oils an products, which are custom

blended and mailed to clients as part of their

wellness protocol.

On Demand Immune Primary Care

Although Herb-n-Wellness addresses many health

issues, the focus  is on positive immune health and

mental wellness. Unlike western medicine, where proactive immune care falls outside the

traditional services offered, as a natural tele-health  is able to focus on immune support and

create  personalized plans that are more preventative in nature. In this Covid-1

How it Works:

For only $49, visitors can access one-time immune health consultation with a holistic healthcare

provider.  

NATURAL MEDICINE MEMBERSHIPS-For those wanting immune support services, there is option

for monthly service plans. Priced at $99 for individuals, patients can choose between  unlimited

text consultations or 10 calls/chats per month

NATURAL HEALTH CARE AT YOUR CONVENIENCE -For millions of Americans who prefer holistic

healthcare, there aren’t many telehealth options available, telenaturalhealth.com resolves this

dilemma by offering access and affordability, without the need for insurance or co-pays,  The

best part is that the service can be accessed from any location, at your convenience. Herb-N-

Wellness offers natural immune telehealth services for animals as well.

Go to www.telenaturalhealth.com  to learn more.
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